Spring, 2011, Art 2330C (Section 001): Drawing 2: Figure Drawing
T, TH 4:00 -6:50, VA 106, 4 Credits
Final Exam: Tuesday, May 3, 4:00 – 6:30 PM
Instructor: Nancy Spielman, nspielma@fau.edu, 561/ 297-3870, Mailbox: Art Office

Description: A continuation of Drawing 1 with continued research using the figure/model to further develop your drawing skills in terms of line, mass, gesture, and emphasizing accuracy of proportions through direct observation. Basic drawing concepts will be emphasized: picture plane, spatial concerns, planar analysis, composition/design, positive/negative shapes, etc.

Assignments:
These projects are time consuming! You should allot approximately 6 hours each week outside the classroom towards projects. At times, projects may require more time. If you miss a class, contact another student to go over what is due for the next class. You are expected to keep up with the scheduled deadlines if you miss a class. I will accept projects up until one week after the due date with a decrease of a full letter grade. Any project greater than one week late will not be accepted.

Attendance is required and Mandatory:
Attendance is carefully recorded
You are expected to arrive on time and be ready to work with your materials
More than three unexcused absences will result a reduction of a full grade
Students who are late three times will be assessed one absence
Students who leave early three or more times will be assessed one absence

Please come to each class with the appropriate supplies. Assignments that are due will be collected at the start of class. Students are not allowed to work on an assignment during class once it is due.
Students with special needs should discuss appropriate accommodations with me at the end of the first class. I will do all I can to provide the best learning environment for everyone.

Grades:
Students will be graded on classroom work habits, critique participations, craftsmanship, neatness, creativity, presentation, improvement, completion of projects and any other type of assignment.
Every assignment is of equal value. Therefore every assignment is of equal value when determining your final grade. The final project (considered the final exam) and presentation is worth 20% of the final grade.

Grading Criteria
60% -Daily classroom drawing, outside assignments and sketchbook
20% - Final Project
20% - Effort, growth, participation in class critiques, and general working habits in studio.

Textbook:

Basic Supplies. Please note that additional supplies may be needed for projects.
Larger Mirror (Home Depot), used for self portraits at home
11” x 14” hard cover sketchbook
18” x 24” Newsprint Pad
18” x 24” White Drawing Paper Pad
A portable drawing board with clips
Fixative or cheap hairspray is fine *NEVER SPRAY INDOORS
Masking Tape
Pencil Sharpener
Scissors
Xacto Knife and #11 blades/and or scissors
Hand Mirror
Supply box, tackle box or shoe box

Drawing Media:
- Vine Charcoal: soft and medium sticks,
- Compressed Charcoal: soft, medium and hard
- Drawing Pencils: 4H, HB, 4B
- Graphite Ebony Pencil
- Graphite Sticks
- Fine Point Roller Ball Ink Pen
- Chamois
- Kneaded, plastic (white), gum erasers

Always bring sketchbook to class

Studio Maintenance: Students are responsible for cleaning up after themselves. All trash must be thrown away. The sink area should be kept clean and the sink unclogged.

CELL PHONES MUST BE TURNED OFF!

STATEMENT OF ACADEMIC INTEGRITY: Students at Florida Atlantic University are expected to maintain the highest ethical standards. Academic dishonesty, including cheating and plagiarism, is considered a serious breach of these ethical standards, because it interferes with the University mission to provide a high quality education in which no student enjoys an unfair advantage over any other. Academic dishonesty is also destructive of the University community, which is grounded in a system of mutual trust and places high value on personal integrity and individual responsibility. Harsh penalties are associated with academic dishonesty. For more information, see www.fau.edu/regulations/chapter4/4.001_Honor_Code.pdf.

STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES: In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), students who require special accommodations due to a disability to properly execute coursework must register with the Office for Students with Disabilities (OSD) located in Boca Raton SU 133 (561-297-3880), in Davie - MOD I (954-236-1222), in Jupiter - SR 117 (561-799-8585), or at the Treasure Coast - CO 128 (772-873-3305), and follow all OSD procedures.

All studio art students who have entered FAU as a designated visual arts studio major and/or changed majors who wish to seek a BFA are expected to participate in the department of Visual Arts portfolio review. Additional information about the portfolio review can be found online.

Art Supply Stores

Jerry's Art-o-Rama
Deerfield: (954) 427-6264, On Federal Highway, one light south of Hillsboro Blvd., in the Hillsboro Square Shopping center (on the east side of Federal)

West Palm: (561) 434-2288, In the Winn-Dixie plaza on the west side of S. Military Trail at the intersection of Cresthaven and Military (south of Forest Hill, north of 10th Ave.) Both locations give a 10% student discount.

Pearls (954) 564-5700, 1033 East Oakland Park Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, Take 95 South to East Oakland Park Exit, go east 2 miles on your left